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Abstract. Observations show that when a particles 
and other minor ions in the solar wind plasma encounter 
fast shocks they are heated more than protons and their 
bulk motion is decelerated less than protons. These ef- 
fects have been studied using a three-fluid model, and the 
model predictions have been compared with observations. 
The comparison indicates that for supercritical fast shocks 
the three-fluid model can explain cross-shock minor ion 
heating which is significantly greater than that of protons. 
When the ratio of specific heats for minor ions, 7•, equals 
2, both the lesser cross-shock deceleration and the greater 
heating of minor ions than of protons can be predicted by 
the model; thus the minor ion heating through the shock 
transition region is consistent with the involvement of 2 de- 
grees of freedom. Because the analysis is formulated in the 
de Hoffmann-Teller frame of reference, the method is not 
valid for perpendicular shocks or when the angle is large. 
These results agree with the few extant observations and 
might be confirmed by further observations at the Earth's 
bow shock. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It has long been recognized that minor ions in the solar 
wind have temperature roughly proportional to ion masses 
and have velocities close to the proton velocity [Neuge- 
bauer, 1981; Ogilvie et al., 1980; Schmidt et al., 1980]. 
Since the beginning of the 1980s, although there have been 
few studies of minor ions, some effects of interplanetary 
traveling shocks on the solar wind minor ions have been 
measured. The ISEE 3 spacecraft first found that at six 
strong interplanetary traveling shocks the decrease in ve- 
locity of a particle flow across the shock was less than that 
for protons, and at four other shocks their changes are 
proximately identical [Ogilvie et al., 1982; K. W. Ogilvie, 
private communication, 1989]. The Prognoz 8 spacecraft 
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crossed nine interplanetary shocks and observed the same 
phenomena; more specifically, its observational results sug- 
gested that for shocks with density ratio (downstream to 
upstream) greater than 2 the velocity change ratio of a 
particles to protons is less than unity, and for shocks with 
density ratio less than 2 the velocity change ratio close 
to 1. The spacecraft also observed cross-shock heating of 
the a particles greater than that of protons [Zastenker and 
Borodkova, 1984]. By using 20 traveling shocks observed 
at 1 AU by Prognoz 7 and Prognoz 8, the results of su- 
perposed epoch analysis suggested that a particle heating 
at the shock is greater by 5-7 times than that of pro- 
tons, with the upstream temperature ratio of a particles 
to protons being about 4 (N. L. Borodkova, private com- 
munication, 1989). No systematic studies of minor ions at 
the bow shock have been made, but some effects on minor 
ions have been observed across the bow shock [Neugebauer, 
1970; Peterson et al., 1979]. Recent analysis of Prognoz 
10 observations suggests that deflection of the solar wind 
ion flux takes place earlier than heating of ions, the deflec- 
tion of protons and that of a particles near the shock front 
are different, and the reflection of a particles is very small 
[Zastenker et al., 1987]. The AMPTE Charge Composition 
Explorer recently observed shell-like He 2+ and 0 6+ veloc- 
ity distribution functions on the downstream aide of the 
Earth's bow shock. The distributions are centered on the 

downstream H + bulk velocity and have radii proportional 
to mass per charge. These quasi-perpendicular bow shock 
observations are consistent with mass per charge depen- 
dent processes influenced by the electrostatic cross-shock 
potential. The increased a particle bulk velocity over that 
of protons in the shock rest frame was interpreted as being 
due to incomplete scattering of the He 2+ shell distribution 
on the downstream region. The existence of a "shoulder" 
of He a+ ions may indicate the presence of reflecting, gy- 
rating He a+ ions, but insufficient counting statistics pre- 
vented the identification of a similar structure for 0 6+ ions 

with velocities greater than 500 km/s [Fuselier et al., 1988]. 
There appear to be no published models applicable to these 
observations. 

We have developed a three fluid model to study the 
jumps in flow properties across MHD fast and slow shocks 
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[Whang et al., 1990, hereafter referred to as paper 1], and 
the predictions of the model for the case of the coronal slow 
shock may provide an explanation for the characteristics 
of minor ions in the solar wind if the physical processes 
taking place between the downstream side of the coronal 
slow shock and the place where the in situ observations 
were made do not significantly change these ion flow char- 
acteristics. In this paper we extend the three fluid model 
to the case of fast shocks. It is well known that there is 

resistive, also called first, critical Much number in classical 
MHD fast shocks, above which the MHD equations with 
resistivity alone do not produce a continuous shock pro- 
file [Edmiston and Kennel, 1984, and references therein], 
and the resistive critical Much number has a meaning even 
for collisionless shocks [Kennel et al., 1985]. Kennel [19871 
recently obtained a new critical Much number on the ba- 
sis of the MHD equations including both resistivity and 
thermal conductivity and showed that resistivity and ther- 
mal conductivity can provide convergent stationary point 
solutions for all but switch-off slow shocks. In contrast 

to slow shocks, however, there always exist critical Much 
numbers for fast shocks. Observations and simulations of 

fast shock structure indicate that there are distinguishing 
differences between the magnetic profiles of supercritical 
and subcritical Much number shocks [Gosling and Rob- 
son, 1985; Greenstadt, 1985; Gosling et al., 1989; Onsager 
et al., 1990]. As shown later and by paper 1, solutions of 
jump conditions for three species axe shock structure de- 
pendent. Thus existence of the critical Much number for 
fast shocks suggests that it may be difficult to find a mo- 
tion pattern for minor ions to cover all the domain in the 
paxameter space of fast Much number My, the plasma 
and shock angle 0•. The major goal of the present work is 
to explore, by parameter studies, the extent to which the 
three-fluid model can be used to describe the ion heating 
and deceleration, and to identify some physical processes 
probably taking place within the shock transition layer. 

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

2.1. Rankine-Hugoniot Relations 

The jumps in flow properties across a MHD shock in a 
frame of reference attached to the shock can be described 

by the classical theory of MHD shocks, which leads to the 
Rankine-Hugoniot relations. We choose a Cartesian coor- 
dinate system: the z axis is normal to the shock surface, 
pointing in the direction of the mass flow in a shock rest 
frame of reference, and the tangential component of the 
magnetic field points in the positive direction of the y axis; 
thus the zy plane is the plane of coplanarity. We formu- 
late the flow conditions in the de Hoffmann-Teller frame 

of reference. Thus outside the shock layer, the MHD fluid 
velocity U is aligned with the magnetic field B, and the 
electric field E and the noncoplanarity component of the 
magnetic field, Bz, are zero. The jumps in the magnetic 
field B and the MHD fluid density p, velocity U, and tem- 
perature T outside the shock layer can be determined from 
the flow conditions upstream of the shock by using the 
MHD conservation equations in the de Hoffmann-Teller 

frame of reference, 
[pU• l : 0 (1) 

pU•,[U] + [P + Ba/8a'le•,- B•,[B]/4a' = 0 (2) 
[U212 + (0'1(7 - 1))P/p] = 0 (3) 

[B•,] =0 (4) 

Here 7 is the ratio of specific heats for the plasma as a 
whole, and the pair of square brackets denotes the jump 
of a physical quantity across the shock, 

[Q] = - 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the flow conditions 
upstream and downstream, respectively, of the shock. 

Whang [1987, 1988] showed that the downstream to up- 
stream ratios B2/B,, P2/P•, U•2/U•,•, and P2/P• are func- 
tions of three dimensionless upstream parameters, i.e., the 
shock Alfven number A = U•,•/(ax cos0•), the shock angle 
0x, and the plasma/• value (here a is the Alfven speed, 
and /• the ratio of the thermal pressure P• to the mag- 
netic pressure BxZ/8•r). For a fast shock the shock Alfven 
number on both sides of the shock must be greater than 1, 
and the magnetic field and the shock angle increase across 
the fast shock. For a slow shock the shock Allyen number 

must be less than 1, and the magnetic field and the shock 
angle decrease across the slow shock. 

The shock Alfven number, A, is related to the Much 
number M by 

A 2 = {(1 + 71•12) 4- ((1 + 7/•/2) 2 

_ (5) 

Here the upper (lower) sign is for fast (slow) shocks, and 
the Much number in the case of fast (slow) shocks is ex- 
pressed as M• (M,) hereafter. The Much number is some- 
times used in place of the Allyen number as an indepen- 
dent variable to calculate the shock relationships. In the 
M,/•, 0• parameter space, fast shock solutions exist in the 
domain of My > 1, and slow shock solutions exist in the 
domain of M, > 1. 

It should be noted that the Rankine-Hugoniot rela- 
tions do not depend on the shock structure, and in the de 
Hoffmann-Teller frame of reference there is no energy ex- 
change between the electromagnetic fields and the plasma 
as a whole [Jones and Ellison, 1987]. However, the energy 
partition among the three species of the plasma depends 
strongly on variation of the electromagnetic fields and the 
flow properties of each species through the shock. 

2.2. Jump Conditions for Polytropic, 
Massless Electrons 

The one-fluid MHD theories cannot predict the energy 
partition among electrons, protons, and other ions such as 
c• particles. We will try to use here a three-fluid model 
with given energy partition on the upstream side of a fast 
shock and a specified value of the ratio of specific heats 
for the minor ions to predict the possible energy partition 
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among the three species on the downstream side of the 
shock. 

It has long been recognized that collisionless shocks do 
not heat electrons as efficiently as they heat ions [Feldman, 
1985 and references therein]. We will assume the electrons 
to be a polytropic, massless gas and replace the energy 
equation of electrons by 

Here the ratio of electron densities downstream to up- 
stream is given by 

r•. = n.•ln.. = {r• + (fLu - (.u - 2),.:.)e}/(1 + 2e). (7) 

where r/ and r/• denote the ratio of fluid density and a 
particle density downstream to upstream, respectively, e 
denotes the upstream density ratio of the minor ions to 
protons, and/z the mass ratio of minor ions to protons. It 
follows that r•e = •/if e can be neglected. 

The momentum equation for the polytropic, massless 
electrons thus becomes 

/(E + Ue x B/c)•,dx = -(%/(%- 1))k[T•] (8) 
It will be seen later that the cross-shock electrostatic po- 
tential difference [•] can be derived from the above equa- 
tion to be proportional to the electron temperature differ- 
ence ITel, i.e., e[•] • k[Te]. It thus follows that with the 
polytropic index % given, the cross-shock electrostatic po- 
tential difference can be determined if the density ratio •/• 
for minor ions can be determined. 

2.3. Jump Conditions for Minor Ions 

As derived in paper 1, the equations for conservation 
of mass, momentum, and energy for minor ions can be 
integrated to give 

[ouo] =0 

[n,•rn,• .U• + n,•kT,•] = F,• (10) 
[n,•rn,•U,•U,•y] = 6,• (11) 

and 

2 

[(U• + U•,y)12 + (%1(% - 1))kT,•/rn,•] = H,,, (12) 

where % is the ratio of specific heats for the minor ions. 
The cross-shock integrated values F• and G• represent the 
accumulated effects of the Lorentz forces over the shock 

layer on the momentum flux of minor ions. The inte- 
grated value H• is the spatial integral of the work done 
by minor ions against the electrostatic field. It follows 
from the above equations that F•, G•, and H• depend on 
the shock structure, i.e., the profiles of n•, U•, and U• as 
well as E and B. Therefore, unlike the MHD fluid jump 
conditions, the jump conditions for minor ions are shock 
structure dependent. F•, G•, and H• can only be approx- 
imately estimated because we do not know the detailed 
shock structure. Any deviation from the accurate inte- 
grated value will affect the accuracy of the solution and 
even its existence. 

Observations of ion distributions at the Earth's bow 

shock indicate that positive ions are reflected just up- 
stream of the magnetic ramp, then gyrate in the mag- 
netic foot, and their guiding centers drift toward the down- 
stream side of the shock for quasi-perpendicular shocks 
and backward to the upstream side of the shock for quasi- 
parallel shocks [Gosling and Robson, 1985], and for suffi- 
ciently high Mach numbers, ion reflection is the primary 
process by which ion energy dissipation is initiated at quasi- 
parallel, collisionless shocks as well as quasi-perpendicular 
shocks in space [Gosling et al., 1989; Onsager et al., 1990]. 
Following paper 1, we use symbol L• to denote the mag- 
netic Lorentz force on the species K = e, p, or a due to per- 
pendicular electric current caused by the sudden change in 
the magnetic configuration inside the shock and use guid- 
ing center theory to estimate the ratios 

Then we obtain the following spatial integrals: 

n• [B•2] (13) F,• = -Z,• < -- > [n,kT,]- < ¾,• > 8•' 

where 

B•[By] (14) 
4•r 

ro = _ + _ 
For the convenience of computations, we can write 

(15) 

(16) 

% xn•,T•, + 
Here ½oem½ient x = (%- 1)(a• - 1)/((a•- 1)(% + 2)) 
•d ag = (ql/Px)g, Z = a or p. Observations show 
that the a particle thermal anisotropy is generMly slightly, 
but perhaps not significantly, lower than that for protons 
[Marsch et al., 1982 •d references therein]. In the nu- 
mericM computation we resume that the distribution func- 
tions of the solar wind •nor ions •d protons have simil• 
•y•etri• with r•p•t to the magnetic field. Thus we 
have X • 1. The assumption may appe• to be a strong 
one. The humerill cMculations show that no significant 
chang• can be found in the finM solutions if a• differs 
from % by 20%, m shown in paper 1. The pair of angle 
brackets < Q > in expressions (13)-(15), according to the 
e•ension of the mean value th•rem for integrMs, can be 
e•ress• by 

I Qadx 
f Rdx 

with the •ndition of R • 0. Here R represents d(n•T•)/dx, 
dB2/dx, or dT•/dx in the tr•sition region. • numerical 
cMculation it will be approximately replaced by • Q >• 
wQ• + (1 -w)Q2, •d here w is a fractional factor betw•n 
0 and 1. 

Expression (15) indicates that the term on the right- 
h•d side of the ener• •uation represents an energy sink. 
The •nor ions do work • they move against the electr• 
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static field inside the shock layer. The part of the energy 
loss of the minor ions will be transferred to electrons. 

2.4. Proton Properties on the Downstream Side 
of the Shock 

Once we have solutions for the MHD fluid, electron 
gas, and minor ion gas, the proton properties on the down- 
stream side of the fast shock can be directly calculated as 
follows: 

r/p = r/+ (r/- r/.)#c (17) 

Up2 = U2 - 4c(r/•/r/p)(U2 - U•2) (18) 

+ 

where Wp and W• are the magnitudes of the diffusion ve- 
locities of protons and minor ions. Equation (17) indicates 
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Fig. 2, The same as Figure 1 but the ratio of specific 
heats for a particles is % = 2.0. 
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Fig. 1, The solid curves denote the constant contours 
for T,2/Tp2, and the dashed curves for AU,/AUp. The 
upper panel and the lower panel are, respectively, for the 
case of r = 1.0 and 4.0, i.e., for the case of the collisional 
solar wind and the collisionless solar wind being on the 
upstream side of the shocks. 

that the density ratio of protons downstream to upstream, 
r/p, is less than r/if r/, is greater than r/. Because of the 
larger mass and thus the smaller acoustic speed of the mi- 
nor ion, r/, appears to be greater than r/and, in general, 
r/p. With the condition of identical upstream temperature 
for all three kinds of species, the ratio U,,,•a/Up,•a must, in 
general, be less than 1 under the assumption of U,•z equal 
to Up• and 7- = % = 7. Only in the case of • _• O, which 
applies to the minor ions other than a particles, r/p _• r/ 
and Up2 -• U2. 

3. COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME 

3.1. Energy Partition on the Upstream Side 
of the Shock 

Section 2 provides a theoretical formulation for the 
jumps in flow properties of electrons, minor ions, and pro- 
tons across the fast shocks. In order to carry out numerical 
computations, we need to give the flow conditions on the 
upstream side of the shock. We assume that all kinds of 
species have the same velocity there, i.e., 
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U• = Up• = Ua (20) 

However, the different species usually have different gas 
temperatures. In the numerical computation we will as- 
sume T,1 = Tpl = T1. For minor ions we will introduce a 
parameter •' = Toa/T•a and try the cases of (1) •' = mo,/m•, 
for colhsionless upstream flow and (2) r = I for collisional 
upstream flow. In addition, we will try the cases of (1) 
e = 0.05 for c• particles and (2) e '" 0 for other minor ions. 

3.2. Numerical Values of-y, -y•, and % 

The energy equations, both for MHD fluid and for mi- 
nor ions, include a parameter, the ratio of the specific 
heats, which relates to the number of degrees of freedom. 
The literature does not provide much theoretical guidance 
as to the choice of values for these quantities. Observa- 
tional evidence for plasma to have 2 degrees of freedom lies 
in the magnitude of the standoff distance of the bow shock 
from the magnetopause [Fairfield, 1971; Zhuang and Rus- 
sell, 1981], which agrees best with a theoretical calculation 
using a ratio of specific heats -), of 2. On the other hand, 
terrestrial laminar shocks seem to be best approximated 
with a '), of 5/3 [Russell et al., 1982]. To test whether 
the solar wind plasma is better approximated as having 

2 or 3 degrees of freedom, or to determine if the ratio of 
specific heats '), should be 5/3 or 2, Russell et al. [1983] 
have analyzed ISEE three-dimensional plasma data across 
five interplanetary shocks, each observed with four space- 
craft. Their inference is that [Russell et al., p. 9945, 1983] 
"-), = 5/3 is appropriate for MHD calculations, but if one is 
using a gas dynamic model to give the shock position, one 
should use a -• of 2." On the other hand, Leroy et al. [1982] 
carried out a simulation of perpendicular shock structure 
assuming that the ions evolve two-dimensionally in veloc- 
ity space, while the electrons behave three-dimensionally. 
The results of the simulation agree very well with obser- 
vations of quasi-perpendicular shock structure. 

In the numerical computation for solution of the MHD 
fluid we use a -• of 5/3. In the solution of minor ion jump 
conditions we will calculate with % = 5/3 and 2 and com- 
pare the results with observations to see whether the solar 
wind minor ions are better approximated as having 2 or 3 
degrees of freedom. 

The effective polytropic index for electrons % is in- 
ferred from observations to be between 5/3 and 3 [Feld- 
man, 1985; Scudder et al., 1986; Thomsen et al., 1987; 
Schwartz et al., 1988]. We do not know, however, how 
the effective polytropic index changes quantitatively as the 
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The same as Figure 2 but/• = 0.1, 0.5, 3.0, and 5.0. 
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Much number increases. On the other hand, the "temper- 
ature determination" of the cross-shock electrostatic po- 
tential difference probably underestimates the potential 
somewhat, as pointed out by Schwartz et al. If the ef- 
fective polytropic index were replaced by 5/3, the value 
of estimated potential difference •9Uld be increased by 
factor of < 1.7, which shows rough quantitative agreement 
with the "edge determination" of the potential difference 
[Schwartz et al., 1988]. Thus computations carried out in 
this work use only % = 5/3.. 

3.3. Computational Scheme 
, 

We calculate the flow conditions downstream of the 
fast shocks, with a particular interest in the two ratios 
T,a/T•,a and AU,/AU•,. Here AU•: = luna - U•nl, K = 
a, p. These two ratios are independent of the frame of 
reference. For a given combination of the plasma • value, 
the shock angle 02, and the fast shock Much number My 
(or the shock Alfven number A), we first calculate the 
ratios B•/B2, P•/P2, U=•/U=2, Uy•/U•.4, T•/T2, and 0s using 
the simple direct method of Whang [19.87] for the MHD 
jump conditions. Then we calculate the flow conditions of 
minor ions for the ratios 
and T.a/T.2 across the shock layer following the method 
developed in section 2.3 for a set of 7* and r. The third 
step is to calculate the flow conditions of protons using 
formulas developed in section 2.4. The solutions can be 
organized as ]•unct'ions of three dimensionless parameters: 
fi, 02, plus A 'or MY with the % and r given. 

3.4. Iteration 

Because the calculated downstream properties for both 
electrons and protons depend on the downstream proper- 
ties fo r a particles, and vice versa, we use an iteration 
procedure to obtain t,he self-consistent solutions for all 
three species. Th• initial values used in the iteration are 
To,•/Tp• = mo,/m•' and those corresponding to the case of 
e -• 0;"whe n r/• = r/p = r/ as shown by expressions (12) 
and (17), implying that the reaction of the minor ions to 
the major components of the MHD fluid can be neglected. 
Since we do not know the detailed structure of the flow 

and field inside the shock layer, we have to use an approx- 
imate method to estimate those weighted average values of 
physical properties which appear in equations (13), (14), 
and (15). 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Results for a Particles 

The shock relations formulated in the de Hoffmann- 

Teller frame of reference have a singularity at 02 = 90 ø. 
The iteration scheme also becomes difficult to converge for 
nearly perpendicular shocks. We carry out numerical so- 
lution for 0 ø < 02 < 70 ø and 2.0 < My < !0.0. For a given 
combination of B, 7-, and r, we can c8nstruct constant 
contour plots for T.•/Tv• and AUa/AU•, on the M/, 01 
plane as shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 for a particles. The 
solid curves represent the constant contours for T•/Tp•, 

and the dashed curves those for AU,/AU•,. The two pan- 
els in Figure I show that the variation of r (r = 1.0 for the 
collisional solar wind and r = 4 for the collisionless wind) 
produ•s changes for To,2/T•,2 and AUo,/AU•,, especially in 
the domain of low Much number M! < 4.0. In general, 
T,2/Tp2' increases and AUo,/AUp decreases as r increases. 
It is seen from Figure i that To,2/T•,2 is close to or greater 
than the mass ratio of a particle .to proton, and AUo,/AUp 
is always greater than 1.0. The two panels in Figure 2 
display results for r =.1 and 4 with % = 2.0, which show 
the significant effects of the ra,tiO of specific heats of minor 
ions on both t'hetemperatUre ratio and the velocity chang9 
ratio. Comparing Figure '2 with.. Figure 1, Wi• see thai as 
% increas.•, the temperature ratio increases the!:'•eloc - , 

ity change ratio decreases, and that AU,/AUp less than 
1.0 occurs in most of M!, 02 space for supercritical Much 
number shocks. It suggests that for supercritical Much 
number shocks the cross-shock deceleration for minor ions 

is less than for protons, which agrees with': observations. 
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Fig. 4, The three-fluid model is used to calculate the 
jump conditions for other minor ions. The solid curves 
denote Tia/Ta, and the dashed .curves AUi/AU; here i = 
2sOS+. The upper panel is for r = i and the lower panel 

for r = 4 with 7i = 2 and/• = 1.0. 
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Four contour plots with 1• = 0.!, 0.5, 3, and 5 are shown 
in Figure 3. The plasma • value has a strong effect on the 
solution of T,•2/T•a and AU,•/AU•,, and no solution exists 
for M7 < 2. 

The observations of effects on minor ions across a fast 

shock show that across most of Earth's bow shock and 

strong interplanetary shocks these ions have temperatures 
higher than those of protons by up to 5-7 times, and the 
cross-shock change of minor ion velocity is less than that 
of protons. The model prediction with 7• = 2 agrees with 
the observations fairly well, suggesting that the heating of 
minor ions probably involves 2 degrees of freedom. 

4.2. Results for Other Minor Ions 

The three-fluid model can be used to calculate the con- 

ditions of other minor ions across a fast shock. In this case 

the MHD fluid consists of electrons e, protons p, and a 
species of minor ions i (e.g., •606+, asSis+, 56Fe•+). We 
can assume that ni << rip. Under this assumption, we can 
infer from expressions (12), (17), and (18)that np • ne and 
Up • U in the computation. Figures 4-6 show the contour 
plots for the ratio of minor ion velocity change AUi to fluid 
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The same as Figure 4 but i = 56Fe16+. 

velocity change AU and the ratio of minor ion tempera- 
ture Tia to fluid temperature Ta, for •O •+, assis+ and 
•Fe •6+, respectively, at two • values. Once again these 

figures show that the temperature ratio roughly propor- 
tional to ion mass is the most important dynamic effect 
of a shock wave on minor ions. A careful examination of 

Figures 5 and 6 reveals a striking result that the constant 
contours for AUi and Tia/mi are almost identical in these 
plots, the same as shown in the case of slow shocks. Identi- 
cally, the characteristic can be explained by the similarity 
relationship derived in paper 1. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Comparison of predictions of the three-fluid model to 
observations of effects on minor ions across a fast shock 
indicates that the three-fluid model used here can explain 
cross-shock minor ion heating significantly greater than 
that of protons. If we assume 7• = 2, the model pre- 
dictions of both T,•a]T•,a and AU,•/A U•, agree fairly well 
With observations. This suggests that the heating of the 
minor ions probably involves 2 degrees of freedom. Fur- 
ther confirmation of these predictions might be obtained 
at the bow shock. 
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The energy partition among the three kinds of species 
making up the plasma considered as an MHD fluid is a 
shock structure dependent problem. The existence of the 
critical Mach number for fast collisionless shocks and the 

differences shown in the supercritical and subcritical Mach 
number shock transition regions suggest that it may be un- 
reasonable to expect a single model to cover the whole do- 
main of My, 01 space, including both supercritical and sub- 
critical, and both quasi-perpendicular and quasi-parallel 
shocks. Observations [Gosling et al., 1988, 1989; Mellott, 
1985] suggest that the ion motion within the low Mach 
number shock transition region is largely restricted in the 
coplanarity plane. The guiding center velocity used in 
estimating the electromagnetic forces on the minor ions, 
however, is not restricted to the coplanarity plane. That 
might be why the model predictions presented above can 
only agree with observations for supercritical Mach num- 
ber shocks. Therefore, in order to predict the flow condi- 
tions on the downstream side of low Mach number shocks, 
the ion velocity parallel to the coplanarity plane appears 
to be a reasonable assumption. 
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